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User Manual for Advanced Configure

1.Introduction of Interface

1.1 Enter into Advanced Configure Interface
Open Wiibuilder, click the “Slice” button on the right side as “ 1 “ in Picture 1, and click the “Advanced Configure”
button ,then advanced slicing parameter setting interface will be shown as Picture 2

Picture 1
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Picture 2

2.Introduction of Advanced Configure Setting

The interface contains a plurality of Tab Pages, which are distributed in the upper and lower panel (Panel), each tab
contains a plurality of specific parameters, which control the conditions of the printing model respectively, they are Speed,
Infill, Support, Build Plate Adhesion.Retraction,Material,Travel,Machine,Line Width.Dual Extrusion,Warping
Precaution,Seam and Others.
The model is composed of some triangular patches, as shown in Picture 3. After the slicing is completed, a layer of nozzle
walking track is formed as shown in Picture 4. When printing the model, the nozzle moves or vacates according to these
trajectories extruding filament or travel (moving directly without extruding the filament), and the model is printed layer
by layer. The sliced model consists of the inner and outer shell, the infill (filled inside the model), and possibly with some
auxiliary structures to improve the successful printing rate (e.g.support, raft, brim, skirt, etc., these auxiliary structures
need to be removed after the model is printed)
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Picture 3，3D Model

Picture 4，3D Preview of Gcode after slicing
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Picture 5，Single layer Gcode Preview，1:Outer Shell，2:Inner Shell，3:Infill
2.1 Tab page of Speed
The speed parameter controls the speed of each motor when printing the model, affecting the quality and time of the
printed model.

Picture 6，Tab page of Speed
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(1)Top/Bottom Speed（Unit: mm/s）：Upper and bottom surface in Picture 7 and 8.
The thickness of these surfaces is determined by the thickness of the surface layer, and the surface speed is the printing
speed of these upper and bottom surfaces (the moving speed when the nozzle moves while the filament is being extruded).
The slower the speed, the better the print quality of the model. The recommended speed range is: 10-70mm/s

Picture 7，Upper surface,model facing surface

Picture 8，bottom surface,model facing the surface of the printing platform
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(2) Outer Shell Speed（Unit:mm/s）：That is, the printing speed of the outer shell (the side of the model that can be seen
by the eye, also called the outer wall) (the printing speed of the No. 1 track in Picture 9). The slower the speed, the better the
model prints. The recommended speed is: 10-40mm/s

Picture 9
(3)Inner Shell Speed（Unit: mm/s）：That is, the printing speed of the inner shell of the model (also called the inner
wall, which is the internal structure of the model, and the eyes are not visible after printing) (the printing speed of the
track No. 2 in Picture. 9). The slower the speed, the better the model prints. The recommended speed is: 10-45mm/s
(4)Infill Speed（Unit: mm/s）：
That is, the speed of the internal filling of the printing model (the printing speed of the No. 3 track in Picture 9); The
recommended speed is 10-80 mm/s.
(5)Support Infill Speed（Unit: mm/s）：The support is an auxiliary structure for supporting the suspended portion of
the model without falling out of the model due to gravity. The structure is similar to the model, but it needs to be removed
after printing is complete. The recommended speed is: 10-80mm/s. For ease of illustration, Picture 10 uses customized
support as a demonstration:
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Picture 10，Customized Support Diagram when not slicing
The support filling speed is the printing speed of the inner filling track when printing support. The support shell is
removed by default in Wiibuilder 1.6.0.1, so the support filling is the supporting main structure, and the speed is the
printing speed of the supporting body as shown in Picture 11.

Picture 11，The part arrow pointing is Support Infill
(6)Support Interface Speed（Unit: mm/s）：That is, the printing speed of the upper and bottom surfaces of the model
support, as shown in Picture 12; The recommended support surface speed is: 10-60mm/s
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Picture 12，Arrow points the Upper and Bottom surface of Support
(7)Initial Layer Speed（Unit: mm/s）：That is, the printing speed of the first layer of the model, the portion of the number
1 in Picture. 13, 14, 15, and 16, is the first layer of the model, and the initial layer speed is the printing speed of these
portions. The recommended speed is: 10-35mm/s

Picture 13，without Adhesion structure, No.1 is the first layer of Model.
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Picture 14，With Raft,the No.1 is the first Layer

Picture 15，With Brim,No.1 is the first layer

Picture 16，With Skirt,No.1 is the first layer
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Travel Speed（Unit: mm/s）: that is, the moving speed when the nozzle does not extrude the filament, as shown by the
arrow in Picture 17. The recommended support surface speed range: 10-150mm / s

Picture 17，Travel Line Diagram
The above speed is automatically calculated according to the overall speed of the basic interface, so there is generally no
need to set it; if you want to specify the speed of some parts, you can set it separately according to your needs. (Principle:
The slower the speed, the better quality the model print).

2.2 Tab page of “Infill”

Picture 18
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(1) Infill Pattern：That is, the shape of the trace of the internal fill structure of the model.
Lines : The fill line is a parallel line segment, and the direction of the line segment changes according to the
change of the layer height. The angle between the fill lines of the two layers is 90°, for example, the first layer is 0°, and
the second layer is 90°, the third layer is 0°…
Zigzag: that is, the improved version of the lines infill, as shown in the No. 3 trajectory in Picture 21, has a
walking trajectory similar to S, which may also be called a zigzag shape, which connects the ends of adjacent filling lines
to make the filling structure adhere more closely to the side of the model.
The speed of Lines and Zigzag is faster.
Zigzag Infill and Cross Infill can reduce the frequency of vacancy when printing and filling, and reduce the
withdrawal (retracting the extruder to draw the filaments outward) to improve the accuracy of the amount of filaments
when printing.

The trace angles of Grid Infill and Triangles Infill do not change with layer variations. They are suitable for prints
with faster print speeds or higher structural strength requirements. Because triangles are more stable geometries, Triangle
Infill is the method with the highest structural strength when infill is less than 70%.
Octet Infill: The internal filling structure of the model in the octahedral filling forms an octahedral crystal shape with
high structural strength.
Concentric Infill: The infill shape of the Concentric infill is the same center as the outer shell of the model, and the
infill shape can be seen as a reduction of the model shell. This infill is suitable for models with high toughness
requirements, such as printing a model of flexible materials such as TPU. When the infill rate is greater than 70%, it is
recommended to select Lines or Concentric.
Click on the "Infill Pattern" drop-down menu to select the fill method, including Lines, Frid, Triangles, Zigzag,
Concentric, Cross and Octet, as shown below

Picture 19
The shape of each Infill Pattern is as below:

Lines—

；Grid—

；Triangles—

；Zigzag—

；
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Concentric—

；Cross—

；Octet—
Picture 20

(2) Infill Before Walls：that is, it is used to select whether to print the model infill part first and then print the outline
(inner and outer shell). If this option is selected, path 3 (infill) in Picture 21 will be printed first, then path 2 (inner shell)
and path 1 (Outer shell) will be printed.
It is generally recommended not to choose. Choose this item if the print model has a dangling portion.

Picture 21，Single Layer gcode Diagram
(3) Outer Before Inner Walls：That is, it is used to select whether to print the outer shell of the model and then print
the inner shell. If this option is selected, the path 1 (outer shell) in Picture 21 will be printed first, and then the path 2
(inner shell) will be printed.
(4) Gradual Infill Steps：It is used for a model that needs to gradually change the infill rate of the model, and
determines how many layers change the infill rate once.
The closer to the top layer, the higher the infill rate and the last layer infill rate is 100%.
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2.3 Tab pages of “Support”

Picture 22
Regarding to Support Pattern, please take 2.1(5) as reference.
(1)Support Pattern：that is the shape of support, including “Lines”,“Grid”,“Triangles”, “Zig Zag”, “Concentric”
same with the shape of infill(2.2)

Click the menu of “Support Pattern”,as below picture:

，Users can set different shapes of support

according to different models, to make sure the support can be easily removed and get a better surface between support
and model.
Lines,Grid and Zig Zag are used often.
Lines is applied to a model that needs more support, and such support is easier to remove;
Grid is stronger, hard to remove,which is used for small model with less support and support can be removed in
blocks.
Zig Zag is applied to some models that support a stronger structure and easier to remove the support structure. Such
support is stronger than the lines support and is removed better than Grid.
(2)Overhang angle for support（°）：the figure is 0°- 90°,When the angle between the support vertical direction and the
model contact surface ( as shown in Picture 23) is greater than this figure, the slicing software will automatically increase
the support structure to prevent these parts from dropping during printing due to gravity. The size of the angle affects the
number of support structures. The smaller the figure, the more support is needed. In some complex models, too much
support can be difficult to remove. The default setting is 60°, which can be changed when printing experience is rich.
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Picture 23，Diagram of the overhang angle, the angle between the ray 1 and the ray 2 is the overhang angle
(3)Support Infill Density（%）：That is, the filling rate of the support,which determines the distance between adjacent
support infill lines. The larger the value, the closer the lines and the denser the supporting structure. The higher the
infilling rate, the higher the support strength and the solider the support, the easier to support the model, but the more
difficult to remove; The lower infilling rate, the lower the support strength, the easier to remove, but the lower the support
capacity for the model. Figure 24 and Figure 25 show the 10% support infill rate and the 30% support infill rate,
respectively. It can be clearly seen that the support structure with 30% support fill rate is much denser than 10%.
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Picture 24, Support Infill density with 10%

Picture 25，Support Infill density with 30%
(4)Support Top Gap（Unit: mm）：The distance between the top of the support and the surface of the model as Picture 26，
The larger the value is, the larger the gap is, the easier the support is to peel off, while big gap will result in poor support
effect, and the supporting part of the model is overhanging; The smaller the value, the smaller the gap, when the support
is peeled off from the surface of the model, there will be residual material on the surface of the model. , affecting the
smoothness of the surface of the model. When the figure is “0”, the support surface is tightly connected with the model. If
the printed material of the support surface is the same material as the model, it will not be peeled off; This value is
0.18mm by default, which is an ideal value in the ideal case . The user can print the test on the default value, and up or
down the parameter according to the actual printing condition, so that the model can be with better support effect and easy
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to peel off from the model and make a better model surface. The upward or downward adjustment is recommended
according to the gradient of 0.03mm increase or decrease.

Picture 26，
The arrow in the picture refers to the gap between the top of the support and the model.
(5)Support Bottom Gap（Unit: mm）：The distance between the bottom of the support and the surface of the model, as
shown in Picture. 28, which is similar to the function of the "Supported Top Gap (unit mm)".

Picture 27，Before slicing
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Picture 28，After slicing(adding support)
The blank part indicated by the arrow in the picture is the gap between the support bottom surface and the model.
(6)Distance X/Y(Unit: mm)：The distance between support to the specified transverse plane of model as Picture 30.
This distance determines the distance from the support to the model. If it is too close, it will not be removed. If it is too far,
it will cause the support area to shrink and hang. The default value is a good value that has been tested. Generally, no
adjustment is needed. For users with higher printing requirements, it is recommended to increase or decrease according to
the 0.3mm gradient.

Picture 29，Before slicing
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Picture 30，After slicing(adding support)
The blank gap indicated by the arrow 1 is the distance between the support and the XY plane of the model.

(7)Enable support：When the model needs to add a larger surface, you can check choose to get a better model surface.
If the support height is less than 0.3mm, you can leave it off.
(8) Support Top（Unit :mm）: The thickness of the top surface of the support ,which is generally set by default.
(9)Support Bottom（Unit:mm）：The thickness of the bottom of the support,which is generally set by default.
(10)Support interface（%）: The infilling rate of the support surface,which is generally set as default. If the infill rate
is higher, it will be more difficult to remove.
(11)Support Interface Infill Pattern：The infill method of support surface,including Lines,Grid,Triangles,Zig Zag and
Concentric,please refer to 2.2.
If the support surface is large, select Grid and Zig Zag;
If the support surface is biased to a rectangle,select Lines.
If the support surface is biased to a circle, select Concentric.
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2.4 Tab page of “Build Plate Adhesion”

Picture 31
Raft Air Gap（Unit：mm）：When adding an adhesion to the bottom layer of the model, the distance between the top layer
of the adhesion and the first layer of the model.As Picture 33.
The gap determines how easily the adhesion is peeled from the mold. With larger the gap, the adhesion will be the easier
to peel off, but the quality of the first layer of the model will be poor. The smaller the gap, the tighter the bonding of the
adhesion to the model. It may not peel off when it is 0mm. The first layer of the model may not be formed when it is
larger than 0.3mm. The default setting is 0.19mm, this value is in under the normal situation of the nozzle gap (ie, when
the nozzle is returned to zero ,the distance between the nozzle and the printing platform is just the thickness of a common
A4 paper, the thickness of a common A4 paper is about 0.1mm). If the gap between the nozzle and the printing platform
is too small, the gap between the raft and the model should be increased. If the gap between the nozzle and the printing
platform is too large, the gap between the raft and the model should be reduced. It is recommended to increase or decrease
according to the actual situation according to with the gradient of 0.03mm.

Picture 32，Before slicing
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Picture 33，After slicing（adding Raft）
Blank portion indicated by the arrow in the figure is the gap between the liner and the model.
Raft Extra Margin（Unit :mm）：The distance between the edge of the bottom liner of the model and the side of the first
layer of the model, as shown in Picture 34. The larger the value, the larger the raft area, the more time-consuming for
printing, but the possibility the model is to warp. The smaller the value, the smaller the raft area and the shorter the
printing time. Adjust according to the required printing time and the area of the printing platform. It is recommended to
adjust up and down according to the actual situation according to the 2mm gradient.

Picture 34，Diagram of Raft Extra Margin
Raft Base Thickness（Unit:mm）：The thickness of the bottom layer of the raft (the layer that is in contact with the printing
platform).
Initial Layer Z Overlap：The model prints the overlap ratio between the first layer and the second layer.
（The above two parameters do not need to be adjusted when the nozzle specifications are not changed.）
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Brim line amount：the contour of a circle that is tightly connected around the first layer of the model ,as Picture 35. It
needs to be removed after the printing is completed. The more the number of brim, the less possibility the model is to be
warped, but the printing time will increase, and the adjustment will be adjusted according to actual needs. The
recommend interval is 5 lines.

Picture 35，The number of Brim is the number of circle of Structure 2
Skirt Line Count：Add the lines around the model as Picture 36, but the line is not in contact with the model. It is used to
allow the extruder to extrude the filament first and improve the smoothness of filament when printing the first layer. 3
lines is suitable. When setting is 0, no lines are added. When the setting is more than 3, the value is set. If it is less than 3,
the default is 3.

Picture 36，Skirt
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The above parameters correspond to the specified type of Adhesion, and the Adhesion type is selected in the basic setup
interface. (If the basic design interface selects the raft, there is no practical effect to modify the Brim and Skirt parameters
here.) The Adhesion can make the model stick to the bottom plate better, but printing Adhesion is time-consuming. Brim
can prevent warping when printing materials such as ABS, and with less time than Raft. Print small models (length and
width less than 50mm) can only add Skirt . When the full size (referred to as the platform size) is tested, the adhesion type
is selected as none.
2.5 Tabpage of “Retraction”

Picture 37
Retraction (the extruder draws the filament out of the nozzle) is to prevent drawing during the printing process.
Horizontal Travel Retraction：When a certain layer is printed, a section of the path is printed, and the next section of
the path is retract when the air is empty the path of the extruder does not extrude the filament.
Retract at Layer Change：Retract when print different layers.When the first layer is finished,before printing the
second layer, it will retract first.Recommend not to select it.If the size of platform is over300*300, please choose it.
Retraction speed（Unit: mm/s）：The speed of nozzle retract, the value is bigger, the retract speed is faster.
Retraction distance（Unit: mm）： The amount of the filament when nozzle retract. WEEDO series proximal
extrusion machine 1.2mm is more suitable, the distal extrusion 6mm is more suitable.
（Tips:When the drawing is more serious, increase the retraction speed by 10mm/s, and increase the retraction
distance by 0.5mm.）
Z Hop Height（Unit: mm）：The lifting amount of the nozzle when the nozzle retract to the filament. If the setting is
a positive value, and the nozzle will be lifted when the retract is pulled back. This can reduce the side drawing, but it will
affect the printing time.It will be suitable to set 0.
Retraction Minimum Travel（Unit: mm）：The minimum travel distance required for the retraction occurs, with a
default setting of 0.8mm, which helps achieve less retraction in a smaller area. The greater the distance, the less the
retraction, the faster the print, but it may cause leakage. The general default value is OK. If you need to adjust, it is
recommended to adjust up and down according to 0.3mm, the minimum is 0.
The above parameters are different depending on the model. The default value is the currently appropriate value after
testing. Users with less printing experience should not easily adjust. For users with higher printing requirements, please
explore according to the parameter explanation and suggested parameters .
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2.6 Tabpage of “Material”

Picture 38
Filament Flow(Flow)：The amount of filament extrusion will be multiplied by this value. The larger the value, the
more filaments are extruded. The different materials have different values. The flow rate of the PLA and PLA Pro is set to
95. The flow rate is recommended 100 when filament is ABS.
Filament Diameter（mm）：The diameter of the filament.The diameter of filament WEEDO 3D printer use is 1.75mm.
2.7 Tabpage of “Travel”

Picture 39
Combing Mode：Whether the nozzle circumscribes when there is no model, such as closing, always bypassing, and
no surface. After closing, the nozzle idling moves directly in the shortest path on the contours of two adjacent prints,
which saves the length of the travel path and saves travel time, but this may cause the filament to leak on the model.
Choosing no surface will bypass the surface layer of the model (the surface layer is shown in Picture7 and Picture 8 for
the meaning of the previous section), but the filling area, support, etc. will not be bypassed. After testing, it is more
appropriate to choose “ALL”.
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Start Layers at Same Position:The layer height is changed at the same horizontal position: that is, the starting
position of each layer is the closest to the specified coordinates. If the specified position happens to be where the printing
path passes, the next layer starts printing from this position. Generally, you can follow the default.
Layer Start PositionX（Unit: mm）：Change the X-axis coordinates of the model layer height position.
Layer Start PositionY（Unit: mm）：Change the Y-axis coordinates of the model layer height position.
2.8 Tabpage of “Machine”

Picture 40
WEEDO series 3D printers include single nozzle machines and dual nozzle machines. When the model is
converted into slices, the user needs to set the corresponding nozzle diameter according to the machine used. At present,
WEEDO series 3D printers use 0.4mm diameter nozzles. Change to the actual nozzle diameter. (If you need to replace
the nozzle, please contact the manufacturer in advance.)
2.9Tabpage of Line “Width”

Picture 41
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Line Width: When the model is printed, the extruder extrudes the filament onto the printing platform or previously printed
material. The line width refers to the width of the lines that extrude the material according to the specified path, such as
the width of the paths 1, 2, and 3 in Picture 42.,which represents the outer shell line width, inner shell line width, and fill
line width.

Picture 42，Diagram of Single layer of gcode
Please refer to Speed Tab page for the explanation of Outer shell,Inner shell,surface, Top/Bottom,Support, Infill,.Please
refer to Build Plate Adhesion Tag Page for the explanation of Skirt/Brim, Raft.
Outer Wall Line Width: Line width when printing outer wall.
Inner Wall Line Width: Line width when printing inner wall.
Top/Bottom Line Width: Line width when printing top and bottom surface.
Support Line Width: Line width when printing support.
Skirt/Brim Line Width: Line width when printing skirt or brim.
Raft Top Line Width: There are 4 layers of raft normally.The up surface connected with model is the top surface.
Raft Middle Line Width: Line width when printing the middle 2 layers of raft.
Raft Base Line Width: The bottom surface of the raft, connected with platform.
Prime Tower Line Width: Line width when printing prime tower.
The above line width setting is related to the diameter of the nozzle. The default parameters are the default parameters of
WEEDO series machine after testing. In the case where the replacement nozzle diameter is not 0.4 mm, the user can set
the line width by himself. The “Outer Wall Line Width”, “Inner Wall Line Width”,“Top/Bottom Line Width ”, “Support
Line Width”,“Skirt/Brim Line Width”，“Raft Top Line Width”, “Prime Tower Line Width”are set as the diameter of nozzle.
When the infill rate is low (less than 50%), the infill line width is larger and the filling structure is firmer. The “Raft
Middle Line Width” is 1.75 times the diameter of the nozzle, and Prime Tower Line Width is twice the diameter of the
nozzle.
The default value of the above parameters is the current suitable value after testing. For users with higher printing
requirements, please explore according to the parameter explanation and suggestions.
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2.10 Tab page of “Dual Extrusion”

Picture 43
This interface is the parameter setting for WEEDO dual nozzle printer series.
Standby Temperature: When dual nozzle machine is printing, the temperature of the one of the nozzle waiting to
print. Default parameter is the suitable parameter after long time testing.
Prime Tower Size: When printing the dual-color model, one of the nozzles is waiting for printing, the residual
temperature of the nozzle will cause the filament to overflow from the nozzle. Prime tower can erase the overflow of the
nozzle, which is located in the upper left corner of the printing platform (Picture 44). The Prime tower size refers to the
length of the rectangular frame the nozzle print. The default parameters are no need to adjust,which is from multiple
trials.The small prime tower is easy to collapse, the big prime tower will increase printing time and the amount of
filament.。
Ooze Shield Distance: When printing the dual-color model, one of the nozzles is waiting for printing, the residual
temperature of the nozzle causes the filament to overflow from the nozzle or prevent the nozzle(in waiting status) from
hitting the model, and make the surface of the model damage. Therefore, a protective layer is printed on the edge of the
model (Picture 45). Ooze Shield Distance refers to the distance between the protective layer and the model. The default
parameter is suitable parameter after multiple tests.
Support Extruder,Support Interface Extruder,Build Plate Adhesion Extruder, Infill Extruder: The extruder for
printing support, support interface, build plate adhesion and infill.Such extruders are set as default nozzles selected in the
basic interface by default. When the user needs to print some parts with another specified material (such as water-soluble
consumables), the designated nozzle corresponding to the material can be selected .
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Picture 44

Upper left corner is Prime Tower

Picture

45

Ooze Shield

Tips:After slicing,you can click”Edit and Control”--”G-Code Editor”--”Show Layer Range”
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In G-code preview, the dark blue is printed by right nozzle, light green is printed by left nozzle.You can choose filament
color based on your demand.

Picture 46

2.11 Tab page of “Warping Precaution”

Picture 47
Printing big model(length or width is over 130mm) without Raft or Brim, the model maybe not attached on the
platform with warping on the side. See as Picture 48:
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Picture 48
In order to avoid warping, you can set the parameter in this menu, 3 ways can be selected:
①Z-offset：Adjust the Z-axis offset to a negative value, the gap between the model and the platforme will be smaller,
so that the model and the platform are more tightly attached to prevent warping;
Usually follow the default value of 0. If the nozzle gap is small, you can adjust this parameter to a positive value. It
is recommended to use 0.05mm as the spacing. If the nozzle gap is large, you can adjust this value to a negative value. It
is recommended to use a pitch of 0.05mm.
②Extra Skin Wall Count: adding extra contour at the contour of surface of model and adhesion,which can make bottom
surface of the model has a larger radial distribution, to adapted to shrink and prevent warping.See Picture 49 with remark
No.3.

Picture 49

③Initial Layer Increment: the temperature of the first layer(With adhesion,the first layer is adhesion:without adhesion,
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the first layer is the model first layer) is higher than the printing temperature of other layers. High temperature makes the
bottom layer of the model stick more firmly and prevent warping. The default parameter is suitable to print after multiple
trials.
After setting above parameter, the print effect is as below:

Picture 50
2.12 Tabpage of “Seam”

Picture 51
Because the path of the outer casing is a closed path, where the starting point coincides with the end point due to the
superposition of the filaments (the amount of filaments is sufficient when printing the outer casing path) or missing (more
leakage during printing),then Seam is caused. A seam causes a depression or protrusion.In FDM, it cannot be completely
avoided due to the molding mechanism, and can only be minimized. The seam parameters can be adjusted to adjust the
position of the seam to minimize the number of printed seams and improve the surface quality.
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Seam shape is shown as Picture 52with red circle:

Picture 52

Seam type：as picture
Shortest: The starting point of the outer shell automatically calculates the distance between two adjacent contour
joints according to the characteristics of the model, and calculates the most time-saving seam position. Usually the default
is this setting.
The printing effect with Shortest seam type is as below:

Picture 53
User Specified:
The starting point for printing outer shell is the point at which the intersection of all line segments is closest to the
specified position. Picture 53 shows how to determine the seam point at a specified position in single layer of g-code data.
When the specified position is set to (x=100, y=100) ), it can be clearly seen that point B is closest to point P, and the
seam point of this layer will be at point B.
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Picture 54，
The determination of the seam point in the single layer of the specified position, the shortest PB line segment
The printing effect with User Specified seam type is as below:

Picture 55
Random，The seam point may be randomly at any point where all contour segments meet, as shown in Picture 56,
and the seam may be at one of A, B, C, D after being set to a random position.
The printing effect with Random seam type is as below:
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Picture 55
Sharpest Corner：Hide the seam at a location that contains sharp corners (the sharper end of the sharp corner may
point to the inside of the model or to the outside of the model), so that the printed model seam is reduced.

Picture 56，Hide Seam, the position indicated by the arrow is the hidden seam position .
The printing effect with Sharpest Corner seam type is as below:
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Picture 57
Z Seam X：Determine the X coordinate of the specified seam position;
Z Seam Y：Determine the X coordinate of the specified seam position;
Hiding Seam Preference：Hide the seams and hide the seam points in the corners. The default setting is ok.
Z Seam relative：Select whether the seam position is relative or not. The default setting is fine.
2.13 Tabpage of “Others”

Picture 58
Skin Layers Thickness（Unit: mm）：The layer thickness of the surface of the model, the thicker the surface layer, the
better the model capping (forming a closed model), but the more time consuming. Default value is the value that is tested
to save print time and can cap the model.。
Horizontal Expansion（Unit: mm):When there is a deviation in the horizontal dimension of the model, setting a
positive value will positively compensate the horizontal dimension of the model and adjust it according to the shrinkage
rate of the material. The machine's standard PLA does not need to be adjusted. The default setting is 0.
Enable Print Cooling：The cooling fan allows the extruded filament to cool more quickly. When opened, the
overhang prints better, and can prevent drawing. If the material is ABS, this option can be not selected.
Enable Draft Shield：When the environment temperature is low or the ABS filament are printed, you can check to
add a layer of Draft Shield on the outside of the model to prevent the printing from warping. The default is not open. You
can check according to the parameters of the filaments. (The Draft Shield is the outermost layer. If the two-color model
adds a Ooze Shield, the Draft Shield is outside the Ooze Shield)
Wall Line Count：Influencing the printing wall thickness of the model, the more the number of layers, the thicker the
wall of the model, the stronger the model is. Generally, two layers are set by default, and the user can adjust the setting of
the parameter as needed.
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Picture 59
As above picture, after all the parameters in the “Advanced Functions” are changed, the modified parameters can be
saved by OK or Apply. “OK” is closed after saving the parameters. “Apply” is only saved and not closed. Clicking Cancel
or the Close button as NO. 4 in Picture 60 will close the interface directly, and the modified parameters will not be saved.
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